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Brands and Retailers
 Do brands and retailers truly care about the working
conditions in factories?
 Do they only care about delivery of product, on time at
the quoted price?
 Are sourcing staff sending one message with the
compliance staff sending another?
 Is too much pressure being placed on the factories to
deliver product versus being in compliance with local
law and codes of conduct?
 Why don’t they have a “zero tolerance” policy on
bribes?

Factories
 Are factories taking on more work at lower prices
than they afford causing excessive working hours and
diminishing their ability to pay workers the minimum
wage and/or overtime premiums?
 Do factories really care about complying with buyer
CoC requirements, or do they view the CoC as
something to be manipulated?
 Are “bribes” just a historical and accepted cost of
doing business in certain countries?
 Are country laws outdated for today’s economic
climate? Why aren’t governments enforcing laws?

Auditors
 Are they being placed between a rock and a hard
place?
 Are auditors being pressured to pass CoC audits due to
additional testing and inspection work by their
company?
 Do young(er) auditors have the ability to stand up to
senior level factory managers, or are they intimidated?
 Are they asked to work “excessive hours” themselves
at low pay thus creating a tempting environment to
accept or seek payments outside their paychecks?

Audit Companies
 Does the audit company have an integrity program in
place, including auditor training, to ensure “clean
audits” and ethical business practices?
 Is the integrity program adequately communicated to
field auditors, administrative staff, customers, agents
and factory owners/managers?
 Does the audit company have a “zero tolerance”
policy for breaches of its ethics program?
 How can audit companies work together to create a
common industry standard and clearing center for
new employees?

Governments
 Why are Codes of Conduct necessary to begin with?
 Why aren’t governments enforcing their own laws?
 Do governments really care about enforcing laws?
 What are governments doing to prevent corruption at
all levels?
 ICAC a good example in Hong Kong
 Why don’t governments have the political will to
change antiquated laws which may have a positive
affect on reducing or eliminating the need for
“bribes”?

